Workflow #Bsp

Section 6: Accessing results and feedback

The following document is intended to be used by staff in order to test workflows and support students. Guidance for students can be found at:
bris.ac.uk/digital-education/support/tools/e-submission/ema-guides/blackboard-submission-student/

For further information on marking and administering marking online:
- Health and safety (display screen equipment) – bris.ac.uk/safety/guidance/#workplace
- Bristol Education Administration Manual (BEAM) – bris.ac.uk/beam
- Regulations and Code of Practice for Taught Programmes, Conduct of Assessment – bris.ac.uk/academic-quality/assessment/regulations-and-code-of-practice-for-taught-programmes/conduct/

Accessing results and feedback

1. You can access your results and feedback from the My Grades link found on your Blackboard homepage or through the Assessment, Submission and Feedback area in the relevant course.
2. OR Locate the relevant self- or peer-review assignment and click on View/Complete Assessment to open it.